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Abstract
Neuroprosthesis research aims to enable communication between the brain and
external assistive devices while restoring lost functionality such as occurs from
stroke, spinal cord injury or neurodegenerative diseases. In future closed-loop
sensorimotor prostheses, one approach is to use neuromodulation as direct
stimulus to the brain to compensate for a lost sensory function and help the brain to
integrate relevant information for commanding external devices via, e.g. movement
intention. Current neuromodulation techniques rely mainly of electrical stimulation.
Here we focus specifically on the question of eliciting a biomimetically relevant
sense of touch by direct stimulus of the somatosensory cortex by introducing
optogenetic techniques as an alternative to electrical stimulation. We demonstrate
that light activated opsins can be introduced to target neurons in the
somatosensory cortex of non-human primates and be optically activated to create a
reliably detected sensation which the animal learns to interpret as a tactile
sensation localized within the hand. The accomplishment highlighted here shows
how optical stimulation of a relatively small group of mostly excitatory
somatosensory neurons in the nonhuman primate brain is sufficient for eliciting a
useful sensation from data acquired by simultaneous electrophysiology and from
behavioral metrics. In this first report to date on optically neuromodulated behavior
in the somatosensory cortex of nonhuman primates we do not yet dissect the
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details of the sensation the animals exerience or contrast it to those evoked by
electrical stimulation, issues of considerable future interest.
Introduction
Neuroprosthetic research aims to provide tools for direct electronic commu-
nication between the brain and external actuators to enable paralyzed people to
compensate and partially restore lost motor and sensory functions. Preceded by
two decades of research in nonhuman primates with accompanying advances in
microelectrode-based neural recording and decoding algorithms, the first clinical
trials of motor neuroprostheses have succeeded in recording and decoding activity
from hundreds of neurons in the motor cortex, enabling participants with
tetraplegia to manipulate a robotic arm with multiple degrees of freedom [1–3].
These achievements rely on subjects visual feedback and are thus open loop in that
no direct stimulus feedback is applied to the brain.
For dexterous manipulation of objects, somatosensation is essential for guiding
ongoing movements through interaction with the environment [4–6] and for
incorporating foreign objects within our body schema [7]. Therefore in a truly
closed loop prosthesis, such as operating a robotic hand equipped with haptic
sensors, research must strive to not only decode the brains movement intention
but also develop methods for writing in sensory information such as tactile cues
and proprioceptive information regarding the spatial location of the electronically
bidirectional prosthesis [4, 6, 8]. More broadly, ultimate biomimetic sensorimotor
neuroprosthetics seek to delivered proxy sensory information by stimulating
precisely targeted somatosensory areas of the brain that can be interpreted by the
patient as originating from their own or a prosthetic limb.
Recent efforts for delivering direct sensory input to the somatosensory cortex in
non-human primates have emphasized the use of electrical stimulation by
microelectrodes [9–14]. Although electrical stimulation has been shown to
generate distinct percepts for sensation [15], the method has limitations for
generalization to a high-performance, bidirectional, closed-loop neuroprosthetic.
The pathways of current flow and charge delivery in brain tissue are
fundamentally challenging to specify and control in electrical stimulation which
also generates large noise artifacts that interfere with neural recordings during
stimulation periods [11, 16]. In addition, a fundamental question remains
unresolved, namely, what and how are specific neural circuit elements
biophysically activated or suppressed during electrical stimulation [17–19].
Optogenetics offers an alternative to electrical stimulation by providing
genetically targeted, cell-type specific activation or inhibition of neural activity by
optical means without interfering with neural recordings [20–24] and thus
compatible with the requirement for simultaneous real-time decoding. A rich
literature exists in rodent models highlighting the utility of optogenetic methods
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for studying neural mechanisms of specific neurological diseases [23, 25–28] and
information processing at the microcircuit level in the brain [27, 29–35]. For
example, cell-specific optogenetic stimulation was applied to the somatosensory
cortex of a mouse, to induce an apparent illusory touch in a whisker-to-object
detection task, revealing mechanisms of somatosensation at a cellular scale
[31, 36]. Other optogenetics studies have shown how sensory responses are shaped
by the brain states [32] and rhythms [29] which were perturbed by stimulation of
certain cell types in the rodent cortex. These basic studies hint at translational
possibilities for future sensorimotor neural prosthetics that benefit from selective
excitation or inhibition of to manipulate those brain states which gate our
perception. The results in rodent models provided impetus to our research in
nonhuman primates where the field of optogenetics as a whole is relatively infant
despite some promising results within the past 2 years.
Neuromodulation methods have been historically important in nonhuman
primate research to study sensory systems at higher levels of functionality such as
touch or vision and as a translational step to modeling clinical therapies might
perform in scenarios. Related to work in optogenetics, in monkeys we note initial
studies which demonstrated that optogenetic stimulation could increase and
decrease neural activity using multiple excitatory and inhibitory virus-opsin
constructs respectively [37, 38]. One goal of these experiments was to achieve
overt behavioral modulation but this has been so far problematic when the
stimulus is applied to the motor cortex, in contrast to ready modulation of
movements by electrical stimulation. On the other hand, a clear behavioral effect
by optogenetic neural activation in the primary visual cortex was reported, which
caused monkeys to saccade (gaze) towards the expected visuotopic area based on
the optical fiber’s stimulating location in the brain. These authors concluded that
the monkey most likely experienced a phosphene-like percept upon optical
stimulation [39]. Three further studies, all related to the visual system, showed
arcuate sulcus activation-delayed saccade timing [40], inhibition in superior
colliculus causing predictable saccade deficits [41], and biased visuospatial
attention by lateral intraparietal activation using both optogenetic and electrical
stimulation [42]. There is considerable current speculation as to the inherent
differences between optogenetic and electrical stimulation in non-human
primates given the scarcity in the observation of optically modulated behavioral
effects. Putative factors include the total number of neurons that express the opsin
at the viral injection site and beyond (transfection efficacy), the physical power-
dependent illumination volume from the fiber tip light source (versus current
spread in charge injection), or perhaps an unspecified preference of electrical
stimulation for activating fibers of passage [18]. At the same time, the potential of
optogenetics has not yet been explored in the somatosensory cortex to our
knowledge. We hypothesized that optogenetics might be effective in this cortical
input area where focused and well-defined neural populations can be targeted for
significant neuromodulation. Below we demonstrate how optogenetic stimulation
generates a robust and reliable sensation with behavioral response features similar
to a naturally occurring tactile stimulus.
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Materials and Methods
Animal Procedures and Ethics Statement
The experiments were performed on two monkeys, S and I (Macaca mulatta, 5.5
kg and 5.9 kg respectively). Primate procedures were approved by the Brown
University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees (IACUC) and
performed in accordance with the animal welfare guidelines of the National
Institutes of Health.
Animals were kept in Seattle-style stainless steel social environment cages
(Suburban Surgical Co., Inc) at the Biomedical Center at Brown University in
Providence, Rhode Island, where they remained in the fully enclosed primate
room for the duration of the study. The general welfare of the animals was closely
monitored to ensure an absolute minimum discomfort. Incorporated into the
guidelines was a routine psychological enrichment program, frequent contact with
other animals, daily veterinarian supervision and care, and pharmacological
amelioration of pain associated with surgeries. Animals were mainly fed a diet of
enriched biscuits, fruity prima-treats and assorted fruit as approved by the
IACUC. Foraging units, mirrors, music and other toys were provided and
consistently rotated to provide enrichment to daily lives of the animals.
Each naive animal was first trained on a simple detection task that required an
innocuous vibration applied to the finger tips (see Results, Fig. 1). Daily access to
fluids was controlled during training and experimental periods to promote
behavioral motivation. The animals were engaged in the task for approximately 1–
2 hours each day. After learning the required task, each monkey was prepared for
surgical procedures that allow access for neural recordings. For surgical
procedures, the animals were induced in their home cage with 15 mgkg{1 of
ketamine then intubated and maintained on isourane (1.4–1.6% MAC) for the
remainder of the case. Somatosensory cortex was identified using anatomical
landmarks and MRI software (Brainsight, Rogue Research). A cylindrical
recording chamber (Crist Instruments) was placed over the identified area and the
craniotomy was performed. At the end of one round of experiments, one animal
had to be terminated to avoid pain caused by unrelated renal failure. We
performed histology by means approved by Brown University IACUC. The brain
was sectioned and anti-body stained by outside experts (Neuroscience Associates).
Viral Injections of Opsin
For opsin expression we used the viral construct AAV5-CamKIIa-C1V1(E122T/
E162T)-ts-eYFP (4:0x1012 viral-particles per ml) obtained from the Deisseroth
Lab (Stanford) and prepared by the University of North Carolina (UNC) vector
core. We injected into the hand area of Area 1 of the somatosensory cortex each
monkey in a triangular fashion at 5 depths starting 5.5 mm below the cortex and
every 1 mm up to 0.5 mm below the cortex (S1 Fig.). Opsin expression in
Monkey I was not strong in the first set of injections so we injected a second time.
We delivered the second set of injections more lateral to the first set of injections
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Fig. 1. Optogenetic Detection Task. Optogenetic stimulation is consistently detected after an initial learning period. A) Monkeys were first trained on a go/
no go vibration detection task. Every trial began with an LED cue to place the hand on the touchpad. The monkeys task was to detect the vibration and
respond by quickly removing his hand (,750 ms) to receive a reward. On approximately 50% of trials (Catch Trials), no vibration occurred and the monkey
was rewarded for retaining its hand on the touchpad for at least 1.5 seconds. Detection performance was calculated using the proportion of responses on
Stim trials (Hit rate) and the proportion of responses on catch trials (False Alarm Rate 5 Chance Performance). After learning the vibration detection task,
the monkeys began the optical detection task to detect the optogenetic stimulation delivered directly into the somatosensory cortex (500 ms pulse of
continuous stimulation). B) Example raster and peri-stimulus time histogram of multi-unit firing rate during the task. At t521 the monkey places its hand on
the touchpad causing an increase in firing rate. On Stim Trials at t50, the stimulation comes on, increasing the firing rate and the monkey removes its hand if
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in a triangular fashion but at only 3 depths starting at 3.5 mm below cortex up to
0.5 mm below cortex.
Neural Recordings and optical stimulation
For simultaneous optical stimulation and recording and minimal tissue damage,
we used a coaxial optrode designed for non-human primate use (10 micron tip)
[43]. Electrophysiological recordings were performed using a commercial
amplifier (AM-Systems), data acquisition card (National Instruments PCI-6024E)
and custom code developed in LabVIEW (National Instruments). The first
recordings were performed approximately 3 weeks post-injection for each monkey
allowing the virus to express. Recordings used in the analysis were all from within
1 mm of the injection sites. We lowered the optrode, occasionally stimulating,
until multi-unit activity, monitored through audio feedback, was clearly
modulated (Fig. 1). Optical stimulation from a green laser (561 nm, OptoEngine)
was delivered at maximum of 2 mW output from the optrode into the tissue. At
this point, the receptive field of the single or multi-unit activity was empirically
determined by applying pressure to the contralateral hand. The majority of
receptive fields for monkey S were on the distal tips of digits 4 and 5. Receptive
fields for monkey I were mainly near digits 2 and 3. After receptive fields were
mapped, we started the vibration/optical detection trials. For multi-unit data,
voltage data was band-passed filtered (300–8000 Hz) and thresholds were
determined using 5 times the estimate of the background noise
Thr~5  median(abs(x)=0:6745). Single units were isolated and artifacts removed
using Offline Sorter (Plexon Inc).
Sensory Task
Each monkey overtly reacted to optical stimulation during passive optical
stimulation (i.e. not engaged in the task). They reacted by shaking, rubbing, or
staring at the contralateral hand or fingers following the optical stimulation (see
S1 Video) they stopped reacting after the initial few optical stimulation trials. We
thus sought to define a task to quantify the reliability of the evoked percept. We
designed a go/no-go detection task where the animal was first trained to report a
physical (mechanical) vibration (see Results). After learning this task he was
transferred an optical stimulation detection task (Fig. 1 and S2 Video). We
custom designed the vibrating touchpad using cell phone vibrators oscillating near
140 Hz placed behind a capacitive touch sensor to timestamp his reaction time.
The setup was controlled using a National Instruments data acquisition system
and custom LabVIEW software.
it feels the stimulation (example day with 25 correct trials in a row). On Catch Trials, no stimulation occurs and the monkey retains its hand on the touchpad
(Removal during the response window indicates False Alarm).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0114529.g001
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Behavioral Data Analysis
To quantify the probabilities of the monkey detecting the optical stimulus and
reporting this by correctly performing the task, we used standard methods of
signal detection theory to compare the number of ‘GO’ responses on optical
trials—Hit Rate (HR)—with the number of ‘GO’ responses on catch trials—False
Alarm Rate (FAR) [44]. In Monkey S we performed 37+12 Optical Trials and
62+12 Catch Trials per 100 trial block. In Monkey I we performed 45+12
Optical Trials and 55+12 Catch Trials per 100 trial block. d
0
was calculated by
taking the difference of the z-scored HR and FAR, and bias towards responding
Go or No-Go was captured using the criterion level, l:
d
0
~z(HR){z(FAR),
l~{z(FAR):
Binomially distributed HR and FAR distributions were used to calculate
variances for d
0
[44].
s2(d
0
)~
s2(FAR)
Y2(l)
z
s2(HR)
Y2(d 0{l)
with Y representing the normal probability distribution function. The null
hypothesis that d
0
~0 was tested using
z~
d
0
{d
0
o
s:e:(d 0)
, ð1Þ
but do was also be used to test discrimination between two levels of stimulus, e.g.
when we compare stimulus duration detection rates. The resulting optogenetic
detection learning curves were fit to sigmoid function using
d
0
~
d
0
max
1ze{axzb
, ð2Þ
where x is the experimental block number, and a and b are free parameters. We
obtained results for varying the duration of the optical stimulus by fitting the data
to an analogous sigmoid function by substituting for x the logarithm of the
stimulus duration.
Results
To answer the question whether optogenetic stimulation in somatosensory cortex
could be reliably detected by a NHP, we developed a simple tactile sensory
detection task focusing on the hand/digit representation of the primary
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somatosensory cortex (Area 1). This task paradigm was chosen because it allowed
the animals to directly report their detection of the optical stimulus.
We injected two macaque monkeys with a viral vector carrying the
channelrhodopsin variant C1V1 targeting Area 1 of the somatosensory cortex, at
total of 15 and 21 proximate sites. After allowing maturation of the expression for
3–4 weeks, electrophysiological recordings confirmed that neurons at the injection
locations responded to both external tactile stimulation of the contralateral hand
as well as to direct cortical optical stimulus. In these measurements, we took
advantage of the recently developed coaxial optrode device [43] which enables
light delivery and electrical recordings to be made at the same location. As already
noted, switching on the optical stimulation unexpectedly caused the monkeys to
react by rapidly bringing the hand up to the face for examination, rubbing
individual fingers or the palm, or shaking the hand (S1 Video). Although only
observational, these reactions suggested that the animals experienced some form
of induced tactile sensation localized to the hand/digit areas.
In the go/no-go detection task (Fig. 1a), we measured the go/no-go probability
using the sensitivity index d
0
, applied from well-established signal detection
theory (Methods). On approximately 50% of trials, the stimulus was applied
(Stim Trials) and the animal was rewarded for quickly removing its hand
(v750 ms). On the other 50% of trials, no stimulus occurred (Catch Trials), and
the animal was rewarded for retaining its hand on the touchpad for at least
1.5 sec. The response rate during catch trials (False Alarm Rate) for each session
defined the chance level while the z-scored difference between response rate on
Stim and Catch trials gave us a detectability measure in units of normalized
standard deviation. After learning the vibration task, and unbeknownst to the
animal, the mechanical vibrations were replaced by a direct optical stimulus of
500 ms duration (2 mW at 561 nm), delivered by the tapered optrode tip into the
preselected specific optogenetically transduced targets within Area 1 of
somatosensory cortex. We validated the robustness of the C1V1 opsin
transduction from histology (S3 Fig.) whereas the spatial accuracy in positioning
the coaxial optrode device in vivo was guided by electrophysiological in-situ
detection of light modulation of neural activity (Fig. 1b). We observed that the
ability of the animals in making the transition from reporting the detection of
mechanical vibrations to reporting the percept induced by proxy optical stimulus
was not immediate. Performance of Monkey S remained below d
0
51 threshold
for the first 1200 trials, while Monkey I took 2500 trials to reach a level of
comparable performance (Fig. 2a, S2 Video). The time required for learning
suggests that the two types of sensations had some inherent differences which
require further investigation. Importantly, however, we found that the animals
learned to report percept induced by the proxy light stimulus at performance rates
comparable to that delivered by mechanical means. After the initial learning
period, the detection rates never fell below chance levels, indicating a consistent
effect of the stimulation on behavior. Overall detection rates for the 500 ms long
optical stimulation were 87% Hit Rate with a 12% False Alarm Rate for Monkey S,
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Fig. 2. Learning to Detect Optogenetic Stimulation as Proxy for Mechanical Vibration. A) Both monkeys
required a learning period when switched to the optical detection task. Every block of trials included 100 trials
with approximately 50% stimulation trials and 50% catch trials. Sensitivity index d
0
was used to calculate the
detectability of the signal in order to compare sessions across blocks where chance performance varies. Peak
performance in detecting mechanical vibration is shown as a reference to indicate that both monkeys learned
to detect the optical stimulation approaching the performance level of the real physical vibration. Error bars
represent the standard error of the mean (grey solid lines represent the sigmoid fit over experimental blocks).
B) Summary of the overall detection performance for 500 ms light pulse stimulation for final 6 experimental
blocks pooled for each monkey (Monkey S: n5201 Optical, n5378 Catch, Monkey I: n5299 Optical, n5301
Catch). Error bars are represent standard error of the mean for binomial parameter estimates. Distributions
are significantly different by chi-squared (n5310 and 337, p,,0.001 for both monkeys). C) Control
experiment eliminating possible detection of inadvertent external stimuli. Neither neural nor behavioral
modulation could be detected with the optical fiber disconnected. D) Control experiment for eliminating light
induced heating effects. Stimulation in locations without opsin expression did not modulate neurons nor
behavior and could not be detected. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0114529.g002
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and a 95% Hit Rate with a 23% False Alarm Rate for Monkey I, respectively
(Fig. 2b).
Both monkeys responded to mechanical and optical stimuli within 250 to
500 ms indicating that both types of stimuli led to a similar behavioral response in
the task (S2 Fig.). To ensure that the animals were responding to the optical
stimulation of neurons and not any inadvertent external stimuli, we performed
the detection task with the optical fiber disconnected from the coaxial optrode
while the device itself remained inserted in the same cortical location.
Performance dropped to chance levels when the optic fiber was unplugged
(Fig. 2c). Further, to disprove any optically-induced heating effects on the
observed results (due to intrinsic tissue light absorption at the stimulation site),
we repeated experiments in an area of somatosensory cortex near the injection
sites where neural activity was not electrophysiologically modulated by light, and
verified that detection rates did not exceed chance levels (Fig. 2d).
Once the initial learning period for obtaining robust behavioral biomimetic
response by optical stimulation was complete, i.e. d
0
.2.5 for the single 500 ms
light pulses (Fig. 2a), we investigated systematic variations in the stimulus
duration and laser power during the task (Fig. 3). In the first set of experiments,
we kept the laser power constant while using different light pulse durations
(between 10–200ms). The detection rate increased with pulse duration but only
up to about 100ms (d
0
scores were not significantly different for pulse duration of
75 ms and above for Monkey S and within the range from 75–200 ms for Monkey
I), indicating that the monkeys only integrated information within this time
period (Fig. 3a). Reaction times were independent of pulse duration for both
monkeys (p,0.001, t-test with reaction times 372+26 ms and 377+93 ms for
Monkeys S and I, respectively). However, in Monkey I, the reaction times were
different between days (days with minimum and maximum reaction times
283+84 ms and 469+142 ms, respectively). It thus seems reasonable that the
reaction times mainly represent the time at which a decision is made following the
percept. Since the reaction times fell within the range of 250 and 500 ms, we
pooled all data obtained with pulse durations above 200 ms into one data point in
our data analysis (.200 ms). In the second set of experiments, we kept the light
pulse duration at 500 ms, but varied the laser power. Here we found that the
detection rates were correlated with the amount of (safe) power presented during
the decision period. Thus, increasing the power increased detection rate (example
in Fig. 3b). As with pulse duration, the reaction times were independent of optical
power in a given session.
Discussion and Conclusions
To our knowledge, our results present the first demonstration that optogenetic
stimulation in the somatosensory cortex can be reliably detected by nonhuman
primates. Until now intracortical electrical stimulation of this area of the cortex
has been the main technique for eliciting distinct sensations for tactile-like
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percepts within the cortex of nonhuman primates [9–14, 45] and humans [15].
Our results may thus offer a starting point for further optogenetics-based sensory
neuroprosthetics research, notwithstanding that the parallel efforts to advance
research into detailed mechanisms of electrical stimulation and clinical therapies
thereof. Although electrical stimulation may fundamentally lack spatial selectivity
and specificity, we note that high temporal resolution is still an advantage of
electrical stimulation [10–12, 45, 46] until the present opsin response time-
constants can be lifted which currently limit the effective high-frequency
stimulation to approximately 100 Hz depending on the specific opsin.
Our experiment tested whether nonhuman primates could detect optogenetic
stimulation of mainly excitatory neurons in the hand/digit areas of the
somatosensory cortex. We devised a sensory substitution task whereby we first
trained the monkeys on a mechanical detection task and then replaced the
vibration with a direct optical stimulus. Our objective was to see whether the
optical stimulus might be perceived as a similar sensation to evoke comparable
Fig. 3. Varying Stimulus Duration and Power Intensity. A) Varying stimulus duration between 10 and
200 ms shows that the optogenetic stimulation is detected with increasing accuracy as stimulus duration
increases. Stimulus durations as short as 10 ms can be detected (Monkey S: n5133 catch trials, and n5[19
30 19 23 19] trials for each duration [10 25 50 75 200] ms; Monkey I: n5103 catch trials, and n5[25 15 19 21
24]). B) Increasing the power from 1.5 to 2.5 mW causes and increase in the detectability of the optical
stimulation in both monkeys. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. Data are fitted to a sigmoid
(dashed lines).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0114529.g003
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behavioral response. Our monkeys did not immediately report an equivalence
between the mechanical and optical stimuli, unlike reported in prior electrical
stimulation studies [12, 45], thereby indicating that the optically induced
sensation was both distinct and different. We suspect the inability to immediately
switch between the mechanical and optical stimuli is partly a result of the present
experimental design, in addition from the biophysical differences between optical
versus electrical stimulation for eliciting biomimetic tactile sensations. While
pragmatic in its simplicity, our mechanical stimulation by a high-frequency
vibrating pad challenged the monkeys to maintain focused attention of their hand
and digits which increases the odds of detecting a sensory stimulus [11, 36, 46, 47].
Our mechanical task was nonspecific in applying vibration across multiple digits
and portions of the palm at the relatively high frequencies (.100 Hz). By
contrast, qualitative observation of the monkeys reactions to optical stimulation
suggested that this modality of stimulation elicited a well-localized sensation. This
contrast could explain the short but delayed transfer of the animals adapting to
the proxy optical sensing from their trained mechanical detection.
Historically, it has been known that animals can detect cortical stimulation in
almost any area given enough practice [48], but that only stimulation of sensory
and motor areas could be immediately detected, as also observed in human
patients [15]. Humans appear to detect intraneural stimulation of a single nerve
fiber [49] while mice have been reported to detect stimulation of a single
somatosensory neuron (above chance levels) [50]. Our results are relevant in this
context in that the steep learning curve (Fig. 2) indicates more of a rule-change
recognition by the monkeys than reporting on a somewhat different sensation.
This recognition would thus guide behavior as opposed to learning curves based
on skill acquisition that are evident in cortical areas that do not immediately
support detection [51–55]. It is noteworthy that as we moved the optrode location
across days up to 5 mm laterally in the brain, and the detection rates remained
high, indicating that the monkeys could use varying neural populations to drive
the same behavior.
While a first report of optogenetic stimulation of the somatosensory cortex for
behavioral modulation in nonhuman primates, the outcome from the experi-
ments reported here invite further research for the long term goal of
naturalistically replacing/restoring tactile sense of touch of the hand and digits.
The strategy of using a targeted optical stimulus needs to be carefully and
quantitatively assessed by comparison to the utility of electrical stimulation for
which a major challenge remains as to its versatility in substituting for innate
tactile experience. There is one report where nonhuman primates were unable
distinguish vibrotactile stimuli with electrical stimuli (applied at two distinctly
separate frequencies) [12], electrical stimulation in somatosensory cortex has yet
to be convincingly shown to be a full surrogate for specific natural tactile stimulus
in nonhuman primates [10, 11, 14, 45, 47, 56, 57]. A confounding factor is our
present limited state of knowledge about detailed neurophysiological features of
natural tactile stimulus, for example, how location, pressure, texture, etc., are
represented in the somatosensory cortex [6, 14, 45, 58]. Further, although a spike-
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count/firing-rate based coding has been suggested to be a major component of
sensation [9, 58, 59], evidence suggests that any sensory representation in
somatosensory cortex involves coordinated spatial and temporal activity patterns
of certain subsets of functional neurons [6, 45, 58, 60, 61]. Accordingly, most
electrical stimulation studies to date have focused more on pragmatic
demonstrations that stimulation of S1 could recreate a certain functional
sensation in a behavioral task, including an indirect interpretation through
association, rather than generating a specific biomimetically faithful sensation. We
also underscore an important difference between the electrical and optical
stimulation, namely the temporal protocols in the two modalities of excitation.
Almost universally, electrical stimulation is applied in short(ms) but pulses at
typical repetition rates on the order of 150 Hz a sets of few hundred millisecond
long pulse trains. There are multiple views as to the apparent necessity for such a
particular temporal protocol (distinct from the necessity of bipolar charge delivery
for electrochemically stability of the electrodes). By striking contrast, which may
be due to fundamental differences in the biophysics of stimulation, the optical
stimuli applied in this paper consisted of pulses of constant amplitude for the
chosen duration (say 500 msec). It is therefore possible that fine tuning the
temporal structure of the optical stimulus (including shape of the pulse and
deploying trains of short pulses) might lead to a broader repertoire for achieving a
more robust proxy tactile sensation. Nonetheless, the utility and simplicity of a
constant amplitude excitation strongly suggests that the underlying mechanisms
between optical and electrical stimulation have significant biophysical differences
as a means to write-in neural information.
In terms of comparing temporal responses between electrical and optical
stimulation of the hand/digit area of somatosensory cortex, we emphasize how in
our go/no-go task, the detection rates in response to optical stimuli increased
steadily with optical pulse durations, reaching a plateau at about 100 ms. Earlier
studies with electrical stimulation also indicated similar stimulus durations where
peak performance in a sensory detection task was achieved for electrical
stimulation durations of (pulse trains) 100 ms or longer [45]. For more complex
tasks such as vibrotactile discrimination of mechanical or electrical stimuli, an
integration window of at least 250 ms was necessary for successful discrimination
[9, 59]. Therefore, the amount of time required for inducing sensory perception
by optogenetic stimulation appears similar to electrical stimulation. Another
feature of the behavioral responses to optical stimulus was that the reaction times
in correct trials did not appear to depend on the optical pulse durations or power
within our system time resolution. These results suggest that, under our
stimulation conditions, the neural responses at the stimulus onset and the
immediately following period of a few tens of milliseconds are important for
integrating spikes to help make a decision. Overall, our results may thus represent
a first step towards optogenetic neuroprostheses and brain-machine interfaces
where the loss of an important sensory modality such as touch could be
compensated by cortical stimulus.
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Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Diagram of Injection Maps. Left panels show 3D reconstruction of MRI
images. Right panels show MRI saggital slices. Both monkeys were injected at
three sites perpindicular to the cortex forming a triangle with separation of 1 mm.
At each site we injected 1ml of virus at 3–5 depths. Monkey S was injected at 5
depths from 0.5 to 5.5 mm below cortex. Monkey I was injected on two separate
occasions. The first injections were in a triangular fashion with 5 depths. A second
set of injections were performed after approximately 3 months because optical
modulation and single unit isolation decreased after many optrode penetrations.
The second injections were in a triangular fashion with 3 depths 0.5 to 2.5 mm
below cortex.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0114529.s001 (TIF)
S2 Fig. Comparing Vibration and Optical Reaction Times. We compared
reaction times between the mechanical vibration and optical stimulation detection
training paradigms. In the optical detection task, stimulation is delivered directly
into the brain, bypassing the neural signal pathway from the finger to the cortex.
We predicted that the reaction times for the optical detection task would be
shorter by an amount proportional to this conduction latency from finger to
cortex which is estimated at 20 ms [62]. We measured the reaction times using a
dataset of peak performances for both the vibration and the optical detection tasks
(419+21 ms vs 376+6 ms for Monkey S, and 375+3 ms vs 363+4 ms for
Monkey I m+ s.e.) and found that the difference in mean reaction times to be
mvib{opt~42ms for Monkey S and mvib{opt~12ms for Monkey I (p50.006,
p50.001, permutation test). Interpretation remains difficult because Monkeys S
was not as thoroughly trained on the Vibration Detection task before converting
to the optical detection task, thus it is reasonable to believe that the vibration
reaction time would be shorter with more practice. In addition, the monkeys are
not forced to remove their hand as fast as possible, only fast enough to fall within
the 750 ms window, making a direct comparison difficult. Nevertheless, the
results seem to suggest the direct intracortical stimulus bypasses the conduction
latency from periphery to the brain.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0114529.s002 (TIF)
S3 Fig. Histology. Two coronal sections with anti-YFP staining indicating strong
C1V1 opsin expression in Monkey S. A) the boxed area shows close-up view of an
injection site where many dozens of optrode penetrations were performed over
months accumulating finite cortical damage. After many recordings, it became
more difficult to record well-defined single units at such sites. B) boxed area
shows a second, but less recorded site. Opsin expression was very strong in deeper
areas as well, but recordings in this experiment were constrained to the superficial
layers. Many injections were performed due to the uncertainty of injection depth
and for possible future experiments in area 3b which did not take place. Black
scale bars are 1 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0114529.s003 (TIF)
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S1 Video. Spontaneous Reaction. Monkey(s) sitting in a chair. When the caption
‘Laser’ appears, a 500 millisecond laser pulse delivers an optical stimulus into the
somatosensory cortex, in the location corresponding to the right hand forefingers
receptive field. The video shows the animal’s spontaneous reaction, whereby the
monkey rubs his hands or examines his hands confounded by an unexpected
percept. The video frame rate has been slowed down (2X) from real time to help a
viewer get a better sense of the monkey’s confusion.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0114529.s004 (MOV)
S2 Video. Performing Detection Task. A clip labeled ‘performing task’. Monkey
S is performing the go/no-go optogenetic stimulation detection task on a
touchpad as follows: On ‘Control Trials’ (Catch Trials), no vibration or optical
stimulation takes place - the monkey was trained to report such a ‘null result’ by
leaving his hand in contact with the pad.1.5 seconds. On Optical Trials, the laser
is delivered directly to somatosensory cortex, with no physical vibration applied.
Behaviorally, one sees the monkey reporting the percept by removing his hand
quickly (.750 ms).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0114529.s005 (MOV)
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